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ABSTRACT


This final project report was written based on the job training activities for a month at Dinas Pemuda, Olahraga, Pariwisata dan Kebudayaan (DPOPK) Sukoharjo. The data for this report were taken from the observation and interview during the job training.

The objectives of this report are to describe the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats on tourist attractions in Sukoharjo and to find out the efforts performed by Sukoharjo tourism office to improve the tourist attractions.

The result of this final project shows some strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats on tourist attractions in Sukoharjo. I have found some strengths such as: having many potential tourist attractions, strategical geographic location, providing many accommodations, cheap ticket in almost all tourist attractions and attracting foreign tourist. Besides those strengths, there are also some weaknesses such as: limited promotion tools, low quality of human resources, limited transportation and lack of facilities and accommodations in some tourism objects and lack of guides who are able to speak English. There are some opportunities such as: making promotion, cooperating with DISHUBINFOKOM, there are many schools in Sukoharjo regency and cooperating with stakeholders of tourism sector. However, some threats appear on tourist attractions in Sukoharjo such as: less of visitor’s interest, limited budget and competition from other tourist attractions.

There are four strategies that have resulted through doing matrix swot analysis on tourist attractions in Sukoharjo regency. The first is SO, strategies combination between strengths and weaknesses. SO is used to develop on tourist attractions, that are making promotion using social media, providing Sukoharjo bus tour, establishing art gallery, holding event and making tour package for schools. The second is WO, strategies combination between weaknesses and opportunities. WO is used to minimize weaknesses and to utilize opportunities on tourist attractions, that are improving the promotion Sukoharjo tourist attractions, making training for staff and citizen that live around tourism objects, adding public transportations and repairing the facilities and providing the accommodation. The third is ST, strategies combination between strengths and threats. ST is used to build strenghts and to avoid threats on tourist attractions, that are making creative innovation to attract more investor and giving more information and providing facilities in each tourist attractions. The fourth is WT, strategies combination between weaknesses and threats. WT is used to minimize weaknesses and to avoid threats on tourist attractions, that are rebuilding the image and managing the tourist attraction in Sukoharjo regency. Sukoharjo tourism office also has performed some efforts to improve on tourist attractions such as: adding the promotion tools, maintaining facilities in tourism object, improving the human resources and extending cooperation.
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